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4 of 4 review helpful Terrific series By I B Koran I enjoy military science fiction With a few exceptions many of these 
books are heavy on action but not necessarily great on character development or realistic plot scenarios The hallmark 
of all the books in this series is that it portrays a believable future delivers plenty of action and portrays many likable 
and mostly believable characters I just dis The assault on Earth was thwarted by the destruction of the aliens rsquo 
seed ship but with Mars still under Lanky control survivors work frantically to rebuild fighting capacity and shore up 
planetary defenses Platoon sergeant Andrew Grayson must crash course train new volunteers mdash all while dulling 
his searing memories of battle with alcohol and meds Knowing Earth rsquo s uneasy respite won rsquo t last the North 
American Commonwealth and its Sino Ru ldquo Marko Kloos rsquo s military science fiction Frontlines series is 
quickly becoming one of our favorites and his latest Chains of Command shows that Kloos is well on his way to 
becoming one of the genre rsquo s best assets rdquo mdash 
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